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Powder samples of TaH0.89 and TaD0.96 are synthesized under a hydrogen (deuterium)

pressure of 2.8 GPa and a temperature of 250 �C, then quenched to the liquid nitrogen

temperature, recovered to ambient pressure and studied by neutron diffraction (ND) and

inelastic neutron scattering (INS). The ND study shows that both hydrogen and deuterium

atoms occupy tetrahedral interstitial sites in a distorted body centered cubic (bcc) crystal

structure of metal atoms, while the ordering scenarios in TaH0.89 and TaD0.96 are different.

Hydrogen and deuterium atoms are ordered in a layered fashion, forming long period

superstructures with space groups P4 and P222, respectively, so that the unit cells of the

crystal structures of TaH0.89 and TaD0.96 are
ffiffiffi
2

p � ffiffiffi
2

p � 7 and
ffiffiffi
2

p � ffiffiffi
2

p � 8 supercells of the

initial cubic unit cell. The INS study demonstrates a pronounced “soft” (trumpet-like)

anharmonicity of the potential well for H and D atoms.

© 2021 Hydrogen Energy Publications LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
interactions is important for designing new materials with

Introduction

Metal hydrides are widely used for hydrogen and energy

storage, and a proper understanding of metal-hydrogen
ovnikov).

ons LLC. Published by Els
advanced properties. The fundamental properties of hydrides

are dominated by the high-frequency vibrations of hydrogen

atoms, which are responsible for unusual phenomena, such

as nearly room-temperature superconductivity, recently
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found at 203 K in body centered cubic (bcc) H3S [1,2], at ~220 K

in bcc-YH6 [3,4], at 243 K in hexagonal close packed (hcp) YH9

[4], and at 250 K in face centered cubic (fcc) LaH10 [5,6].

Although numerous new binary hydrides were discovered

in recent years, the full crystal structure of only one of them,

hcp-TaH2, was determined [7].

Hydrogen interaction with group V transition metals vana-

dium,niobiumand tantalumwithbcc crystal structurehasbeen

studied for a long time [8,9]. TheVeH,NbeHandTaeH systems

are unique among other metal-hydrogen systems because of

theirhighcomplexity, andbecauseofhighmobilityofhydrogen

atoms in these metals, which ensures that the thermodynam-

ical equilibrium is quickly established at roomtemperature and

above. This makes these systems good model objects for

studying metal-hydrogen interactions, both experimentally

and theoretically. Hydrogen forms a continuous interstitial

solid solution in the bcc lattice of these metals at temperatures

above 200 �C and concentrations up to H/Me ¼ 1. At lower

temperatures and 0 < H/Me < 1, these systems demonstrate

extremecomplexitydue to thepresenceofmultiplephaseswith

slightly distorted bccmetal lattice, which differ from each other

in the ordering of hydrogen atoms. Hydrogen and deuterium

atoms invariably occupy tetrahedral interstitial sites, or T-sites,

in all low-temperature phases in the NbeH(D) and TaeH(D)

systems, and, additionally, octahedral interstitial sites, or O-

sites, can be occupied in some of the VHx and VDx phases.

The phase diagrams of the VeH and V-D systems signifi-

cantly differ from each other [9,10]. Among all studied Me-D
Fig. 1 e Neutron powder diffraction patterns of the TaH0.89 (blac

T ¼ 100 K with the D20 diffractometer at ILL. A smooth backgro

axis was inverted for TaD0.96. The inset shows a magnified view

bcc axes. Note that the (1/2,
1/2, 1)bcc superstructure peak at about

hydride. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figu

article.)
systems, only the V-D and La-D [5] systems demonstrate

phases with composition and crystal structure different from

that in the MeeH counterparts. In the VeH(D) case, this is a

result of a close competition of H(D) atom energies at the T-

and O-sites. An important contribution to this energy comes

from zero-point energy of the H(D) vibrations, which is

different for the T- and O-sites.

A detailed review of the VeH(D), NbeH(D) and TaeH(D)

systems at 0 < H(D)/Me < 1 is given in Ref. [9]. In the low-

temperature limit, there are 3 presently known phases in

the phase diagram of the TaeH(D) system, whose crystal

structures were established by neutron diffraction. These are

Ta2D [11], Ta3H(D)2 [12], and Ta4D3 [13,14]. The crystal struc-

tures of these phases are based on the
ffiffiffi
2

p � ffiffiffi
2

p � 1,

4
ffiffiffi
2

p � 3
ffiffiffi
2

p � 1 and 2
ffiffiffi
2

p � ffiffiffi
2

p � 1 supercells of the original bcc

cell, respectively. Additionally, there are two phases with

tentative compositions TaH~0.8 [15] and TaH~0.85 [16] with

unknown crystal structures. Until now, tantalum hydrides

with 0 < H/Ta < 1 have not been considered in ab initio cal-

culations [17].

The vibrational properties of hydrogen (deuterium) solu-

tions in tantalumwere studied by INS in TaH0.037, TaH0.18 [18],

TaD0.22 [19] TaH0.1 [20], TaH0.08, TaD0.14 [21], and TaH0.71 [22].

The fundamental band of hydrogen vibrations in these

tantalum hydrides consists of two peaks. The peak at

114e130 meV corresponds to a vibration in a direction to the

nearest O-site, and the peak at 154e170 meV is caused by a

nearly double degenerate vibration in the perpendicular
k curve) and TaD0.96 (red curve) samples measured at

und was subtracted from both patterns, and the intensity

of the superstructural reflections at 2q ~30� indexed in the

28.2� is clearly visible in the deuteride, but is absent in the

re legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this
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plane. The frequency ratio of the H and D fundamentals was

found to be E(H)/E(D) z 1.38 for low H(D) concentrations

[19,21]. The first harmonic of the lower fundamental H vibra-

tion in tantalum is anharmonically shifted to lower energies

by about 15meV [21,22], and this shift is about 9 meV for the D

atom vibrations [21].

Under the hydrogen pressure of few bars, vanadium and

niobium form dihydrides with fcc metal lattice and hydrogen

atoms at the T-sites. Under the hydrogen pressure of several

tens of GPa, niobium forms a series of new hydrides, such as

hcp-NbH2, double hexagonal close-packed NbH2.5, and cubic

cI16-NbH3 [23]. Until recently, the maximal hydrogen solubil-

ity ever observed in tantalum only reached H/Ta ¼ 0.86 at

1.6 GPa and 400 K [24]. The concentration range H(D)/

Ta ¼ 0.86e1 has not been studied in detail previously, because

the synthesis of the samples required high pressures. Thanks

to the development of methods of compressing molecular
Fig. 2 e Model crystal structures of TaH and TaD used in the Ri

lines show the shortest HeH (DeD) distances, which in all cases

rotated by 45� to keep the same alignment of the host bcc lattic
hydrogen in diamond anvil cells (DAC) two new tantalum

hydrides were discovered at higher pressures e hcp-TaH2.2 at

2.2 GPa [25] and cI16-TaH3 at 42 GPa [26]. Neutron diffraction

study of hcp-TaH2.2 has shown that hydrogen atoms occupy

both T- and O-sites, and inelastic neutron scattering demon-

strated that the potential well for H atom is strongly anhar-

monic at both T- and O-sites [7].

In the present paper, we achieved the maximal hydrogen

and deuterium solubility in bcc tantalum before its conver-

sion to the hcp dihydride. Powder samples of TaH0.89 and

TaD0.96 were synthesized under a hydrogen (deuterium)

pressure of 2.8 GPa and a temperature of 250 �C and studied

with ND and INS. Surprisingly, despite the identical synthe-

sis routes and similar compositions, the H and D ordering

scenarios turned out to be different. The vibrational prop-

erties of both H and D atoms in Ta demonstrated strong

trumpet-like anharmonicity.
etveld refinement of the obtained ND patterns. The colored

are about 2.40 �A. The bcc unit cell of the I4m2-TaH phase is

e of Ta atoms in all phases.
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Fig. 3 e Neutron powder diffraction pattern of the TaD0.96 sample (black curve) measured at T ¼ 100 K with the D20

instrument at ILL, and the results of its Rietveld analysis using the Cccm and P222 structural models. The refined structural

parameters are listed in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.

Table 1 e Structural parameters obtained from the
Rietveld refinement of the NPD pattern of TaD0.96 using
the Cccm (#66) model. The lattice parameters are
a ¼ 4.792(1) �A, b ¼ 3.472(1) �A, and c ¼ 4.833(1) �A. The
refinement residual is shown by the blue curve at the
bottom of Fig. 3; the reliability factors are Rp ¼ 4.18% and
Rwp ¼ 5.55%. The atomic displacement parameter Uiso for
the Ta atoms was fixed at zero, because its inclusion in
the refinement did not improve the reliability factors.

Atom Wyckoff
position

x y z Uiso, �A
2 w

Ta 4e 1/4 1/4 0 0 1

D 4a 0 0 1/4 0.008(1) 0.69(1)
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Material and methods

The single-phase powder samples of tantalum hydride and

deuteride with the total mass of 1.62 g and 1.40 g were syn-

thesized using the same method as in our previous works

[7,25]. The plates of a 99.9% Ta foil with a thickness of 0.16mm

were loaded with hydrogen (deuterium) by a 24 h exposure to

an H(D)2 atm at 2.8 GPa and 250 �C in a Lentil-type high-

pressure chamber [27] using AlH3 or AlD3 as internal hydrogen

(deuterium) source [28]. The protium contamination in the

initial AlD3wasH/(HþD)¼ 1.5± 0.5% according to the spectral

analysis. After the hydrogenationwas completed, the samples

were cooled together with the chamber to the liquid N2 tem-

perature; the pressure was released; the chamber was dis-

assembled under liquid nitrogen; the samples were recovered
from the chamber and further stored in liquid nitrogen in

order to prevent H(D) losses.

Each sample was then examined by X-ray diffraction at

85 K to ensure that it was single-phase. The samples had

compositions H/Ta ¼ 0.89(3) and (D þ H)/Ta ¼ 0.96(3) as

determined by hot extraction into a pre-evacuated volume.

The hot extraction method is described elsewhere [25]. It was

not possible to produce stoichiometric samples TaH or TaD by

simply increasing the synthesis pressure because of the for-

mation of, respectively, hcp tantalum dihydride or dideuteride

[25]. Thus, our samples had the maximal H(D) saturation

achievable on the basis of the bcc crystal structure of Ta atoms.

For brevity, the present samples will be referred to as TaH and

TaD. Before the neutron scattering experiments the samples

were ground in an agate mortar under liquid nitrogen to

reduce texture effects.

The powder samples thus prepared were studied by

neutron diffraction at T ¼ 100 K with the high-luminosity D20

diffractometer [29] at the Institute Laue-Langevin in Grenoble

[30]. The data acquisition time was 2 h for each sample. Riet-

veld refinements were done with the FULLPROF 7.00 program

[31]. Neutron wavelength and detector zero-shifts were

determined from a Rietveld analysis of the diffraction pattern

of a Na2Ca3Al2F14 standard measured separately.

Inelastic neutron scattering was studied on the same

samples at T ¼ 10 K with the IN1-Lagrange inverted geometry

spectrometer [32] installed at the hot source of the high-flux

reactor at ILL [33]. A background from the cryostat without

the samples, but with the sample holder made of aluminium

foil and the water ice condensed on it while loading, was

measured separately under the same conditions and

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2021.03.149
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Table 2 e Structural parameters obtained from the
Rietveld refinement of the NPD pattern of TaD0.96 using
the P222 (#16) model. The lattice parameters are
a ¼ 27.783(5) �A, b ¼ 4.833(1) �A and c ¼ 4.793(1) �A. The

i n t e rn a t i o n a l j o u r n a l o f h y d r o g e n en e r g y 4 6 ( 2 0 2 1 ) 2 0 6 3 0e2 0 6 3 920634
subtracted from the experimental INS spectra. The resulting

spectra were normalized to the constant neutron flux at the

sample. Further details on neutron scattering experiments are

given elsewhere [7].
refinement residual is shown by the olive curve at the
bottom of Fig. 3; the reliability factors are Rp ¼ 3.37% and
Rwp ¼ 4.39%. The atomic thermal parameters and
occupancies were assumed to be equal for all deuterium
atoms. The atomic displacement parameterUiso for the Ta
atoms was fixed at zero, because its inclusion in the
refinement did not improve the reliability factors.

Atom Wyckoff
position

x y z Uiso, �A
2 w

Ta1 4u 25/32 3/4 3/4 0 1

Ta2 4u 27/32 3/4 1/4 0 1

Ta3 4u 29/32 3/4 3/4 0 1

Ta4 4u 31/32 3/4 1/4 0 1

Ta5 4u 9/32 3/4 3/4 0 1

Ta6 4u 11/32 3/4 1/4 0 1

Ta7 4u 13/32 3/4 3/4 0 1

Ta8 4u 15/32 3/4 1/4 0 1

D9 2k 3/4 1/2 0 0.011(1) 0.88(1)

D10 2i 3/4 0 0 0.011(1) 0.88(1)

D11 2l 13/16 1/2 1/2 0.011(1) 0.88(1)

D12 2j 13/16 0 1/2 0.011(1) 0.88(1)

D13 2k 7/8 1/2 0 0.011(1) 0.88(1)

D14 2i 7/8 0 0 0.011(1) 0.88(1)

D15 2l 15/16 1/2 1/2 0.011(1) 0.88(1)

D16 2j 15/16 0 1/2 0.011(1) 0.88(1)

D17 1c 0 1/2 0 0.011(1) 0.88(1)

D18 1a 0 0 0 0.011(1) 0.88(1)

D19 2l 5/16 1/2 1/2 0.011(1) 0.88(1)

D20 2j 5/16 0 1/2 0.011(1) 0.88(1)

D21 2k 3/8 1/2 0 0.011(1) 0.88(1)

D22 2i 7/16 0 0 0.011(1) 0.88(1)

D23 2j 7/16 0 1/2 0.011(1) 0.88(1)

D24 1h 1/2 1/2 1/2 0.011(1) 0.88(1)

D25 1e 1/2 1/2 0 0.011(1) 0.88(1)
Results and discussion

Neutron diffraction

The neutron powder diffraction patterns of our TaH and TaD

samples are compared in Fig. 1. Apart from the usual system

of bcc reflections with minor splitting, common for both

samples, two different complex systems of superstructural

reflections are observed for TaH and TaD. These reflections

could not be explained by the presence of low-temperature

Ta2H(D) [11], Ta3H(D)2 [12], or Ta4H(D)3 [13,14] phases, which

are presently known in the TaeH(D) system at 0 <H(D)/Ta < 1.

TaD
Many years ago, a low-resolution neutron diffraction investi-

gation of a TaD0.87 sample showed that its crystal structure

was orthorhombic and belonged to the space group Cccm, az

czabcc
ffiffiffi
2

p
and bzabcc [34]. This model accounts for the

appearance of the (1/2,
1/2, 1)bcc major superstructure peak at

about 28.2�, and is further considered as the basis for each

structural model discussed below. The Cccm crystal structure

is schematically shown in the upper left corner of Fig. 2. The

results of the Rietveld analysis of the neutron diffraction

pattern of our TaD sample using thismodel are shown in Fig. 3

and Table 1.

The coordination environment of Ta and D atoms in the

Cccm-TaD structural model is typical of the group V transition

metal hydrides with 0 < H/Me < 1, in which H or D atoms

occupy tetrahedral interstitial sites in a distorted bcc metal

sublattice. Each deuterium atom is surrounded by a distorted

tetrahedron of four Ta atoms, and each Ta atom is surrounded

by four D atoms in a planar quadrilateral coordination. A

comparison of the shortest interatomic distances for the

currently known phases in the TaeH(D) system is given in

Table S1 in Supplementary materials.

In addition to the (1/2,
1/2, 1)bcc peak, we observed a series of

much weaker superstructural peaks which could only be

indexed assuming a 1 � 8 � 1 supercell of the orthorhombic

Cccm cell. The formation of layered superstructures based on

the 1 � 14 � 1, 1 � 16 � 1 and 1 � 6 � 1 supercells of the

orthorhombic Cccm cell was previously observed by electron

and neutron diffraction in the NbeH(D) systems, which are a

close analog of the TaeH(D) systems, in the concentration

range 0.75 < H(D)/Nb < 1 [35,36]. Regretfully, the structural

models for the H(D) ordering proposed in Refs. [35,36] cannot

be regarded reliable because of the inadequate description of

the structure factor in their diffraction data.

In order to reproduce the relative intensities of the minor

superstructural reflections, we undertook an extended search

for possible superstructure candidates. The best fit was ob-

tained with the P222 model shown in the middle section of

Fig. 2. The key difference of this model from the structural

models proposed for NbH(D)x in Refs. [35,36] is that not all
shortest HeH (D-D) distances are oriented in the same direc-

tion. The corresponding fit residual is shown by the olive

curve at the bottom of Fig. 3, and the refined structural pa-

rameters are listed in Table 2.

The refinements within the Cccm and P222 models were

carried out with the same set of refinable parameters, which

were the profile functions, instrumental parameters, back-

ground and absorption correction, atomic thermal parameters

and occupancy for D atoms. The latter was refined as a free

parameter because of the unknown degree of protium

contamination of the deuteride. Protium impurity effectively

decreases the calculated occupancy of the D atomic positions,

because the coherent neutron scattering amplitude of H

atoms, bH ¼ �3.74 fm, is smaller than that of D atoms,

bD ¼ 6.67 fm. The atomic positions in the P222 model were

fixed so that the number of the refinable parameters was the

same as in the Cccm model. Significant improvement in the

residual R-factors was achieved with the P222 model

(Rp ¼ 3.37% and Rwp ¼ 4.39%) as compared to the Cccm model

(Rp ¼ 4.18% and Rwp ¼ 5.55%).

When we included the atomic positions as refinable pa-

rameters in the P222 model, these positional parameters

demonstrated strong correlations, and,moreover, the residual

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2021.03.149
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Fig. 4 e Neutron powder diffraction pattern of the TaH0.89 sample (black curve) measured at T ¼ 100 K with the D20

instrument at ILL, and the results of its Rietveld analysis using the I4m2 and P4 structural models. The refined structural

parameters are listed in Tables 3 and 4, respectively.

Table 3 e Structural parameters obtained from the
Rietveld refinement of the NPD pattern of TaH0.89 using

the I4m2 (#119) model. The lattice parameters are

a¼ 3.405(1) �A and c¼ 3.453(1) �A. The refinement residual
is shown by a blue curve at the bottom of Fig. 4; the
reliability factors are Rp ¼ 1.24% and Rwp ¼ 1.70%.

Atom Wyckoff
position

x y z Uiso, �A
2 w

Ta 2a 0 0 0 0.0064(2) 1

H 2d 0 1/2 3/4 0.022(1) 0.89(fixed)

Table 4 e Structural parameters obtained from the
Rietveld refinement of the NPD pattern of TaH0.89 using

the P4 (#81) model. The lattice parameters are a¼ 4.816(1)
�A and c ¼ 24.170(5) �A. The refinement residual is shown
by the olive curve at the bottom of Fig. 4; the reliability
factors are Rp ¼ 1.09% and Rwp ¼ 1.47%. The atomic
thermal parameters were assumed to be equal for all
atoms of the same type.

Atom Wyckoff position x y z Uiso, �A
2 w

Ta1 4h 3/4 1/4 5/28 0.0076(2) 1

Ta2 4h 1/4 1/4 3/28 0.0076(2) 1

Ta3 4h 3/4 1/4 1/28 0.0076(2) 1

Ta4 4h 3/4 1/4 3/4 0.0076(2) 1

Ta5 4h 1/4 1/4 19/28 0.0076(2) 1

Ta6 4h 3/4 1/4 17/28 0.0076(2) 1

Ta7 4h 1/4 1/4 15/28 0.0076(2) 1

H8 2e 0 0 3/14 0.025(1) 1

H9 2g 0 1/2 3/14 0.025(1) 1

H10 2g 1/2 0 1/7 0.025(1) 1

H11 2f 1/2 1/2 1/7 0.025(1) 1

H12 2e 0 0 1/14 0.025(1) 1

H13 2g 0 1/2 1/14 0.025(1) 1

H14 1c 1/2 1/2 0 0.025(1) 1

H15 2g 0 1/2 5/7 0.025(1) 1

H16 2g 1/2 0 9/14 0.025(1) 1

H17 2f 1/2 1/2 9/14 0.025(1) 1

H18 2e 0 0 4/7 0.025(1) 1

H19 2g 0 1/2 4/7 0.025(1) 1

H20 1d 1/2 1/2 1/2 0.025(1) 1
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R-factors did not improve significantly (Rp ¼ 3.20% and

Rwp ¼ 4.10%).

The coordination environments in the P222 and Cccm

structural models are identical, with the exception for the Ta6

and Ta7 atoms (see Table 2), which have only 3 deuterium

atoms in their first coordination spheres.

TaH
Our le Bail fits to the TaH neutron and X-ray diffraction pat-

terns, starting with an orthorhombic unit cell, invariably

converged to a tetragonal cell with a ¼ c. In contrast, similar

fits of the TaD patterns always showed a noticeable ortho-

rhombic distortion of the crystal structure with a typical ratio

of (cea)/a z 1%.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2021.03.149
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Fig. 5 e Top: the dynamical structure factor S(E) of the

TaH0.89 sample as a function of the neutron energy loss E

(black curve). The vertical ticks show the positions of the

experimental peaks. The blue curve shows a simulated

multiphonon contribution, calculated in a harmonic

isotropic approximation. The inset shows a simulated

acoustic vibrational part, which was later used for

multiphonon calculation. Bottom: S(E) for the TaD0.96

sample (red curve), experimental peak positions (red ticks

with numbers) and the INS spectrum of TaH0.89 from the

top panel, scaled down by a factor of 1.34 along the energy

axis (black curve). The peaks marked with “H” are the local

(defect) modes of protium impurity. The spurious intensity

below 90 meV results from the little account of inelastic

scattering in the beryllium filter and a minor

contamination of the incoming neutron beam with l/2-

neutrons. (For interpretation of the references to color in

this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version

of this article.)

i n t e rn a t i o n a l j o u r n a l o f h y d r o g e n en e r g y 4 6 ( 2 0 2 1 ) 2 0 6 3 0e2 0 6 3 920636
It was previously reported that the high-pressure phase

TaH0.84 has a tetragonal lattice at low temperatures [24];

however, the diffraction data were not presented and the re-

sults were not conclusive. Based on electron microscopy data,

it was suggested that a cubic phase with the assumed

composition TaH0.85 exists at low-temperatures [16]. It was

also conjectured that a tetragonal high-concentration low-

temperature phase, called g-NbH, exists in the NbeH system

[37], but we could not find any diffraction data in the literature

to support this claim. The hypothetical crystal structure of g-

NbH belongs to the space group I4m2. This structure is sche-

matically shown in the upper right corner of Fig. 2. The co-

ordination environment of Ta atoms in this structure is

slightly different from that in the Cccm and P222 structures

discussed above. Namely, the four H atoms form a distorted

tetrahedron instead of a planar quadrilateral coordination

around each Ta atom.

The results of Rietveld analysis of the neutron diffraction

pattern of TaH using the I4m2 model are shown in Fig. 4. The

obtained structural parameters are given in Table 3.

The superstructural reflections in the diffraction pattern of

TaH0.89 could not be satisfactorily indexed with the 1 � 1 � N

supercells of the bcc unit cell; however, they could be indexed

based on a 1 � 7 � 1 supercell of a “doubled” (a ¼ c ¼
abcc

ffiffiffi
2

p
and bzabcc) unit cell, analogous to that of the deuteride.

Compared to TaD0.96, the superstructural reflections in

TaH0.89 are weaker, and the pattern is less sensitive to the

location of hydrogen atoms in the structure. This is due to the

lower amplitude of neutron scattering by H atoms compared

to D atoms and because of the anomalously large incoherent

scattering of neutrons by H atoms, which inevitably increases

statistical errors. Nevertheless, we attempted a search for a

possible sequence of layers that would give relative intensities

of the superstructural peaks similar to the experimental ones.

An additional constraint was the assumption that the overall

structure symmetry should be tetragonal. The best fit was

obtained using the P4 space group. The corresponding crystal

structure is shown at the bottom of Fig. 2. The respective

Rietveld refinement residual is displayed by the olive curve at

the bottom of Fig. 4. The refined atomic parameters are listed

in Table 4 below.

With the number of refinable parameters being the same in

both models, one can see a substantial improvement of the

reliability factors in the P4 model (Rp ¼ 1.09% and Rwp ¼ 1.47%)

over the I4m2 model (Rp ¼ 1.24% and Rwp ¼ 1.70%). It was not

possible to refine the atomic positional parameters for the P4

model because these parameters were strongly correlated.

The coordination environments in the P4 and P222 struc-

tures are similar. In the P4 structure there are four atoms e

Ta3, Ta4, Ta5, and Ta7 e which have only three nearest-

neighbor H atoms (see Table 4).

Inelastic neutron scattering

INS spectra, or dynamical structure factors S(E), of TaH and

TaD collected with the IN1-Lagrange spectrometer are shown

at the top and bottom of Fig. 5 by the black and red curves,

respectively.
The fundamental band of hydrogen vibrations in TaH

consists of two peaks. The peak at 129 meV corresponds to a

vibration in the direction to the nearest O-site, which is along

the z-axis of the I4m2 structure, and the peak at 168 meV is

caused by a double degenerate vibration in the perpendicular

plane. In the INS spectrum of the deuteride, the peaks are

located at 96 and 125 meV, respectively. For brevity, these

vibrational states will be labeled as H(D)|z and H(D)|x,y,

respectively.

All scattering intensity for STaH(E) at E > Emax ¼ 200 meV

results from multiphonon processes. To estimate the anhar-

monicity of H vibrations in TaH, we simulated the multi-

phonon scattering in the harmonic isotropic approximation
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Fig. 6 e Dependences of the fundamental vibrational energies in TaHx (black symbols) and TaDx (red symbols) on the H(D)/
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using an iterative technique [38]. For this, it was necessary to

know the distribution of the INS intensity over the entire en-

ergy range from E ¼ 0 to the maximum single-phonon energy

Emax. We removed the spurious contribution from the l/2

neutrons at E < 110meV and complemented the optical part of

STaH(E), measured experimentally, with a simulated and

properly normalized acoustic part, using a procedure similar

to that in Ref. [7]. The resulting simulated multiphonon

contribution to STaH(E) is shown by the blue curve in Fig. 5. It is

important to note that our multiphonon simulation is free

from any model-dependent parameters and fits.

As one can see from Fig. 5, the agreement between the

experimental STaH(E) and simulated multiphonon contribution

atE>Emax isverypoor. Particularly, a two-phononprocess 2�H|

z appears at 247meV instead of 2� 129¼ 258meV, expected in

theharmonic approximation,andaH|z�H|x,yprocess occurs at

288meV insteadof 129þ 168¼ 297meV. This clearly indicates a

strong “soft”, or “trumpet-like”, anharmonicity of the potential

well for the hydrogen atom. This conclusion is consistent with

previous INS results for TaH0.71 [22].

The STaH(E) spectrum at E > 300 meV looks like a rather

featureless background, and it is difficult to attribute a wide

hump at ~360 meV to a specific multiphonon process, for

example, 2 � H|x,y or 3 � H|z.

Although we were unable to perform multiphonon simu-

lations for TaD due to the uncertainties in subtracting the

protium contamination, it is clear that the potential well for

the D atom also demonstrates “soft” anharmonicity. However,

the anharmonicity in the two-phonon vibrational band of TaD
is less pronounced in comparison to TaH: the experimental

peak positions at 187, 215 and 244 meV are within 5e6 meV

from the energies of the, respectively, 2 � H|z, H|z � H|x,y, and

2�H|x,y processes estimated in the harmonic approximation.

This is amanifestation of the proximity of the potential well to

the harmonic form near the bottom of the well, where D

atoms have higher probability to be found than H atoms.

The protium contamination of our sample of tantalum

deuteride can be estimated as H/(D þ H) ¼ 0.054, based on the

intensity of the local (defect) mode of hydrogen vibrations at

168 meV. This significant enrichment in protium compared to

H/(D þ H) ¼ 0.015 in AlD3 used as the internal deuterium

source in the high-pressure cell indicates that the isotopic

separation factor (H/D)hydride/(H/D)gas is above unity for the

TaeH(D) system. The contamination with protium leads to a

decrease in the calculated occupation factor for D-sites in

diffraction experiments by weff ¼ 1þ H
DþH

�
bH
bD

� 1

�
¼ 0:92,

which is reasonably close to the refined value of w ¼ 0.88 in

the P222 structural model for TaD (see Section TaD).

In many transitionmetal-hydrogen systems, such as PdeH

[39], the position of the fundamental peak of H vibrations

shifts significantly towards lower energies as the H/Me con-

centration increases, which is a result of the weakening of the

HeMe interaction caused by the lattice expansion. In the

TaeH(D) system, the situation is reversed, as can be seen from

the E(H(D)/Ta) dependencies shown in Fig. 6. The Grüneisen

parameters of both optical modes, defined as g ¼ � V
E

dE
dV, are

negative.
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Except for the local (defect) H-impurity mode at 168 meV,

the fundamental region of the S(E) spectrum of TaD can be

reasonably well approximated by that of TaH, if the latter is

scaled down by a factor of 1.34 along the energy axis. The large

deviation of this EH/ED scaling factor from its harmonic valueffiffiffi
2

p ¼ 1:41 is due to two effects e differences in the crystal

structures of TaH and TaD and “soft” anharmonicity.

Previous INS studies of diluted solutions of H and D in Ta

[21] gave the energy scaling factor EH/ED ¼ 1.38, which was

attributed solely to the anharmonicity. One can expect that

the anharmonicity, like the fundamental vibrational fre-

quency, weakly depends on the H(D)/Ta ratio, because the

potential well for the H(D) atom is mostly determined by the

surrounding metal atoms, and not by the neighboring H(D)

atoms in the second and higher coordination spheres. Most

likely, the significantly lower experimental value of EH/

ED¼ 1.34 for TaH and TaD obtained in the presentwork cannot

be explained by the anharmonicity alone.

On the one hand, the shortest HeTa distances in the P4

structural model, r(HeTa)¼ 1.909�A, are nearly identical to the

shortest D-Ta distances in the P222 structural model, r(D-

Ta)¼ 1.910�A, assuming that the H and D atoms are situated at

the centers of the tetrahedral interstices. Thus, if we imagine a

hypothetical P222 crystal structure, in which deuterium is

substitutedwith protium, one could expect that the difference

in the vibrational properties between the P4 and hypothetical

P222 hydrides should be negligible. On the other hand, the fact

that the ground state crystal structures of TaH and TaD are

different can only be ascribed to the zero-point energy (ZPE)

contribution to the formation enthalpy of these phases. If we

assume that two different TaH phases d P4 and hypothetical

P222 d have the same phonon density of states g(E) (or,

equivalently, the same S(E)), the ZPE contribution to the for-

mation enthalpy of these phases, which is EZPE ¼

3
2

ðEmax

0

EgðEÞdE=
ðEmax

0

gðEÞdE, will also be the same.

The ZPE contributions to the formation enthalpies of the

corresponding TaD phases will also be the same, and the in-

clusion of ZPE will not change the relative stabilities of the P4

and P222 phases when H is substituted by D. Since this con-

tradicts the observations in our case, we can conclude that S(E)

for the P4-TaH and for the hypothetical P222eTaH should be

significantly different, and this should substantially affect the

scaling factor EH/ED discussed above.
Conclusions

In this work, we synthesized massive samples of tantalum

monohydride TaH0.89 and monodeuteride TaD0.96 under high

hydrogen (deuterium) pressures and studied them at ambient

pressure with neutron diffraction and inelastic neutron scat-

tering. The compositions of the obtained samples correspond

to the maximal achievable saturation of bcc tantalum with

H(D) before it transforms into hcp dihydride.

Surprisingly, the hydrogen and deuterium arrangement in

the crystal structures of our samples turned out to be

different. The hydrogen atoms in TaH0.89 are ordered within a
ffiffiffi
2

p � ffiffiffi
2

p � 7 supercell of the initial bcc unit cell (space group P4,

see Table 4), whereas the deuterium atoms in TaD0.96 are or-

dered within a
ffiffiffi
2

p � ffiffiffi
2

p � 8 supercell (space group P222, see

Table 2). This very rare phenomenon was previously observed

only in the VeH(D) [9,10] and LaeH(D) [5] systems.

Inelastic neutron scattering demonstrated that the poten-

tial well for the H(D) atom in TaH(D) has a pronounced

trumpet-like anharmonicity e the higher the energy, the

smaller the distance between successive vibrational energy

levels. A similar anharmonicity was earlier observed in low

concentration TaeH and Ta-D samples [21]. The stabilization

of different crystal structures for the hydride and deuteride

with almost the same H/Ta and D/Ta ratios is the result of

different contribution to the formation enthalpies of these

phases from their different vibrational properties.

Presently available theoretical calculations for the TaeH

system [17] did not take into account compounds with

0 < H(D)/Ta < 1, which are stable at low H2 pressures. Our re-

sults demonstrate that proper consideration of the zero-point

energy and anharmonicity of hydrogen vibrations, as well as

the non-stoichiometric composition of the phase, can be criti-

cally important for correct predictions of the crystal structures

of the ground state ofmetal hydrides from ab initio calculations.
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